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The serious philatelic study of the Queensland 1916 King George V 
Impressed Stamp Duty series Threepence to One Thousand Pounds, 
has for nearly 110 years been severely neglected, by just about 
every Queensland philatelic student. 

This study is the tenth in a series of studies of Queensland Duty 
Stamp Adhesives. The first study in this series; ‘The 1866-1871 
Lithographed Stamp Duty Adhesives of Queensland’ 2016. The 
second study in this series; ‘The 1871-79 Lithographed Stamp Duty 
Adhesives of Queensland’ 2019. The third study in this series; ‘The 
1892 Duty Stamps of Queensland’ 2019. The fourth study in this 
series; ‘The 1878 1d Stamp Duty and 1900 1d Duty Stamp’ 2019. 
The fifth study in this series; ‘The 1901 King Edward VII Duty Stamp 
Adhesives’ 2020. The sixth study in this series; ‘The 1866 Queen 
Victoria Colourless Impressed Duty Stamps’ 2021 the seventh study 
in this series; ‘The 1895 Queen Victoria Impressed Duty Stamps’ 
2021. The eighth study in this series; ‘Queensland 1901 King 
Edward VII Impressed Duty Stamps’ 2022 and the ninth study in this 
series; ‘Queensland 1916 King George V Adhesive Duty Stamps’ 
2023. 

The author was first attracted to this KGV series of duty stamps as 
little interest had been shown by early students. Hopefully with this 
publication, these challenging and interesting stamps can finally 
have some light shone on them as they so richly deserve, and they 
can finally take their rightful place in Queensland’s philatelic history. 
This series was designed by P. Templeton at the Queensland 
Government Printers and printed by photozincography. This work 
encompasses The Stamp Amendment Acts 1904 : 1918 : 1926 : 
1928 : 1929 : 1930

PREFACE

Dave Elsmore © 2023  E: dave@ozrevenues.com ISSN: 1836-0084 for ANZRRFSC



Preface Cont. 

Bassett Hull’s 1930 work on Queensland briefly touched on this series, followed by W. Craig who simply parroted an earlier 
published listing, which unfortunately contained a lot of misinformation [read the authors introduction on page 4]. In 1996 this 
author wrote a paper bringing the study of this series up to date. This work concludes the 1996 work. 

Personal research by the author has shown a much earlier issue date than all recorded previous works. When asking for known 
collectors’ of this series to open their collections for study, the author was very surprised by just how little material is in 
collectors’ hands.  

Being post 1900, early students shunned both King Edward VII and King George V. Possibly because that by 1901 the 
Queensland Government Printer had just about perfected photozincography, leaving little challenge for the student. Hopefully 
this work will encourage revenue collectors’ to look more closely at this series.  

There are no recorded essays, but with survival of several proof sheets ‘60 on’ in various values and colours to work off, this has 
helped the author pull this study together. Alas not all values have survived. It would appear the Government Printer simply kept 
a book of proofs by singular value with KEDVII & KGV values mixed from 3d - £1000 with no value overlaps and no QV. 

First printed on Alexander Cowan & Sons paper, hereinafter described as ‘Watermarked Crown over Q type IIb’ from the De La 
Rue dandy roll, thick and thin papers have been recorded. A new watermarked paper also supplied by Alexander Cowan & Sons 
described as  ‘Watermarked Crown over Q sideways type IIc’. [See page 20 for details]. 

Two perforating machines have been identified that were used throughout the life of this series. [See page 21 for details]. 
Shades of printings can be found and are a study in themselves. 

This work is the result of studying several hundred impressed adhesives, the majority from the authors collection amassed over 
many years. After nearly 110 years, it is time for the author to unlock the secrets that can be found in this fascinating and 
challenging series of Queensland KGV impressed adhesive duty stamps.
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Introduction. 

Unlike the authors other booklets in this series of Queensland Adhesive and Impressed Duty, the author feels it necessary to 
write an introduction as all previous writers who list this series of KGV impressed duty stamps has got it wrong, in that this series 
comes in two different watermark papers, single Crown over Q, upright and twice Crown over Q sideways [see page 20] yet not 
all values were printed on both papers. Previous works have misguidedly presumed all values were printed on both papers 
which, simply doubled the listings sending revenue collectors on a timeless hunt for values that were not there. 

It is finally time to get this KGV series in order for future philatelists to work off. Unfortunately a G. M. Abrams ARA threw a 
spanner in the works by writing an article on this issue in “The American Revenuer” of February 1979. This article was reprinted in 
the Australian Stamp News in August 1979 with a note “…we reprint his findings so that Australian collectors of revenue stamps 
may be brought right up to date on these issues”, alas Abrams got it wrong from the very first stamp he listed, further, he was 14 
years out on the issue date. This caused subsequent authors to simply parrot from this article prolonging the errors. 

Abrams goes on to say “….there is an abundance of plate and printing flaws” yet again, upon studying his auction lots of this 
series, there were very few. The author thinks Abrams simply got carried away in his excitement of owning several of this issue, 
most definitely not “many hundreds” as stated in his article and subsequent auction evidence. He incorrectly lists nine different 
perforations as “known” yet upon viewing Abrams study when auctioned, there was no more than four.  

This study is taken from the authors major research of all related Queensland Government bodies, including detailed printing 
records, major collector holdings and the authors personal collection amassed over 50 years which does run into the hundreds. 

Listed on page 27 are the values recorded and separated by the two watermarks which were issued to the Brisbane Stamp 
Office. Sheets were printed and put into stock, then issued to the Stamp Office as requested. This can range from a half sheet of 
the £1000 every 2 years to 20,000 sheets per month of the 1/-. Remembering once received by the Brisbane Stamp Office they 
were partly on sent to Rockhampton and Townsville Stamp Offices as requested.

4
Miscellaneous Handstamps : See pages 100-109
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Queensland Government Printing Office

The Queensland Government Printing Office was located between George Street and William 
Street, south-east of Stephens Lane, between 1862 and 1983, consisting of a number of buildings. 
As the first purpose-built government printing office in Queensland, the Government Printing 
Office played an important role in administration of the colony and then the State of Queensland

Lithographic Office ->
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Designed by P. Templeton at 
the Queensland Government 
Printers. As with the Adhesive 
Duty Templeton’s famous ‘L’ 
font in QUEENSLAND was 
the talk of the town

The King’s Vignette

King George V Accepted Vignette

George V [George Frederick Ernest Albert; 3 June 1865 – 20 January 
1936] was King of the United Kingdom and the British Dominions 
and Emperor of India, from 6 May 1910 until his death in 1936



Queensland Treasury Stamp Offices

7

Queensland Treasury was split into three Stamp 
Offices. One Head Office and two Branch Offices.

Part Queensland map detailing the geographical 
layout of the three Treasury Stamp Offices.

“The Stamp Duties Act 1894” 
Came into operation 1 

November 1894.

Additional amendments 
were implemented



Stamp Duty Regulations

8

One amendment [above] to the 1866 Act now included in the 1894 Act.



Stamp Duty Regulations

9

The ‘Stamp Act Amendment Act of 1918’, Geo. 5 No 11

30. Is the only mention of ‘Impressed’ within the 1918 Amendment Act
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Stamp Duty Regulations

Forms C & D were required to be filled out 
prior to having instruments ‘stamped’.



Printing Staff : Pugh’s & Slater’s Almanac Entries 

Government Printer A. J. Cumming was appointed in 1908

11

1916

——

——

At this time Peter Templeton [Artist and Designer] was connected with the art department of the Government Printing Office 
Brisbane. Apart from his work on Duty Stamps he was well known for designing the 1908 Franco-British Exhibition postcards

Government Printers 
Mr Anthony Cumming 1909 - 1930 
Mr Frederick Phillips 1931 - 1934 

Mr David Whyte 1934 - 1939 
Mr Arthur Henry Tucker 1940 - 1946  



Photomechanical Printing Process

Graining the Zinc Plate

Photozincography

Printing Office Interior, William & George Sts, Brisbane c1912
12

Photozincography applies to the production of the plates made for flat bed letterpress printing. 

Once the artist had drawn an oversize stamp design it was photographed, then a high-contrast stamp size negative was 
made using the ‘Wet Plate Collodion’ method, this provided a means for producing a photographic negative as the basic 
element in the preparation of a photo-etched zinc cut, this work was economical and comparatively straight forward. 

The author has identified one size plate of 60 subjects of 10x6, transferred to a lithographic press for printing.  

Transferring to stone, as well as transferring to zinc, required an intimate acquaintance with lithography, and can only be 
attempted successfully by an expert lithographer, such as, the Government Printers Chief Lithographer John T Costin.



Over Embossing Dies

Two different size over embossing dies were designed and engraved by William Wyon’s son 
Leonard Charles Wyon [1826-1891] from their premises in Regent Street London

The floral design used as the central design is called Epacris 
impressa, with the specific name Impressa, Latin for ‘impressed'

Red ink stick used 
to cancel Brisbane 

instruments

13

36x47mm

31x42mm



Brisbane Over Embossing Dies

A smaller 31x42mm embossing die 
is also recorded for Brisbane

The over embossing die was designed and engraved by William Wyon’s son Leonard Charles 
Wyon [1826-1891] from their premises in Regent St London. The floral design used as the 
central design is called Epacris impressa, with the specific name Impressa, Latin for ‘impressed'

14

Over embossing cancels recorded 
in various shades of Red 36x47mm

Used as a security measure by impressing its pattern into both the paper and the stamp



Rockhampton Over Embossing Dies

The 31x42mm over embossing cancel shown on the page above has also been recorded in blue for Rockhampton

36x47mm

15

Townsville Over Embossing Die

Over embossing cancels are recorded in various shades of Blue or Brown
36x47mm



Replacement Over Embossing Die

Identical size over embossing canceller’s were used at the Brisbane, Rockhampton & Townsville Offices

16

1938. This 32mm diameter from dot to dot with Crown inside Maltese Cross design replaced all existing cancellers.



Replacement Over Embossing Die

Used as a security measure by impressing its pattern into both the stamp and the paper 17

1938. Issued for the next  Impressed Duty series, a numeral design [see 10/- above]. 
Several KGV issues were cancelled with it, being ‘old stock’
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Actual size of artwork 3¼ x 5⅞ inches

Fourth Series - Artwork

Designed by P. Templeton at the Queensland Government Printers
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Plate Layout

The plate layout for all 
values was 10x6 subjects

All value plates were made up of one master group of 60 with no central gutter. 
Printing was performed via a lithographic press

Issue DatesProof Sheets

The earliest record of this series of KGV Impressed duty stamps [1/- x 2000 sheets] received from the 
printers is 3  November 1916, with 100 sheets issued to the Stamp Duty Office. On the same day other 
values in this series were issued as stock of QV and KEDVII impressed duty stamps was depleted 

Over the life of this series many 
same value proof sheets were 
pulled, survival of a few sheets 
is recorded by the author below

Survival of dated proof sheets:

Survival of undated proof sheets:  
6d : 8d : 1/- : 1/3 : 1/6 : 2/- : 2/6 : 3/- : 4/- 
: 5/- : 6/- : 7/- : *7/6 :  8/- : 10/- : 12/- : 
12/6 : 15/- : 17/6 :  20/- : 25/- : 30/- : 45/- 
: £3 : £4 : £5 : £6 : £7 : £14 x 2 : £30 : 
£60 : £200. 
* No 7/6 Proof sheet minus the 6-10 stamps 
[see note at right] similar to other value 
sheets has been located in archives other 
than a blk of 12.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

Note: The author can verify the 8d, 1/-, 3/-, 6/-,  
7/6, 10/-, 20/-, £200 values are in private 
hands. Proof sheets held in archives listed at 
left, are all missing 6-10 stamps each from the 
bottom of each sheet, these may have 
contained the printing dates. The present 
whereabouts is unknown other than a few of 
each: 8d, 1/-, 3/-, 6/-, 7/6, 10/-, 20/-, £200, the 
balance may have been liberated from the 
Government Printers between c1980-1987 
whereby in 1988 large quantities of proofs 
were retrieved by court order from a private 
address, yet a search by the author of the 
retrieved material yielded none. They may 
have been sold off prior to 1988. It is also 
possible the missing stamps were taken 
officially as samples and subsequently lost, yet 
there are no marginal notations to verify this

The author cannot guarantee 
issue dates as there is no 
indication within the record 
books that show ‘new issue’ or 
‘new design’ as previous 
designs of QV and KEDVII were 
depleted. The author can 
guarantee the 1/- value light 
blue was the first value sent to 
t h e S t a m p O f fi c e o n 3 
November 1916. See note at 
base of this page

4d  —  21.10.26 
8d  —  21.10.26 
3/-    —    4.2.20 
6/-    —    4.2.20 
10/-   —   4.2.20 
20/-   —   4.2.20 
30/-    —    8. 36 
£3   —   27.9.18 
£4    —    2.4.36 
£100 — 25.2.23



Alexander Cowan & Sons KGV Watermarked Paper Type IIc

Three Plume Crown. Q 6½mm wide 
Sideways twice per stamp

This was 60 set purpose pre gummed paper for photozincographic printing

Watermark Crown over Q 
twice sideways, type IIc

20

Watermark positions identified are, sideways left [most common] and sideways right

Alexander Cowan & Sons KGV Watermarked Paper Type IIb
From 1907 Purpose Duty Stamp Paper

60 set machine fed upright or inverted [rare]. Not quite two watermarks per stamp. Delivered sheets 240 wmks cut in half for printing
————-

First Watermark 1916 - 1928

Second Watermark 1928 - 1938

Not all values 4d - £1000 were 
printed on this watermarked 

paper, see page 27

Watermark Crown over Q 
twice upright, type IIb

Tail of Q pointing left. Graphic showing 
view looking from the back of a stamp

Tail of Q pointing left. Graphic is showing 
view looking from the back of a stamp

Not all values 3d - £500 were 
printed on this watermarked 

paper, see page 27First issued to Storekeeper 15 sample 
sheets of 240 watermarks [type IIc] on 
22 November 1927. 9 August 1928 
received from storekeeper 318 reams

Three Plume Crown. Q 8½mm wide 
Upright twice per stamp

 Delivered sheets 525 wmks [480 needed] cut into quarters for printing



The Two Perforating Machines Used for this Fourth Series

[J] c1916 irregular line perf 12¼-13 
12¼  :  13  :  12¼x13 

[K] c1916 line perf 12¾  [almost all values]

21

Rough cut perf 12¾Clean cut perf 12¾

Several unconfirmed compound  
perforations are not listed here

The author has recorded and confirmed the following: 
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The only complete intact proof sheet recorded

Unique Sheet “Print in Blue”

Proof in black - Signed D. Whyte an Overseer at the Government Printers

21/10/26



2321/10/26

Proof in black - Signed D. Whyte an Overseer at the Government Printers
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6/- Proof in Issued Colour



30/-

25

Colour Trial Proof

Two of the few dated proof sheets



£14

26

Colour Trial Proofs
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62 values from the 1st Wmk

inc: 
30/-  

red -red violet 
— 

 40/- 45/-  
carmine - rose 

— 
£3 
£4 
£5 
£6 
£7 
£8 
£9 

ochre 
— 

£10 
£11 
£12 
£13 
£14 

red violet -  
pale violet 

— 
£15 
£16 
£17 
£18 
£19  
£20  

brown carmine 
- pale violet 

— 

inc: 
£30 £40 

 light violet 
 - violet 

— 
£50   

ochre 
— 

£60 £70 £80  
bistre 

— 
£90  

dull black brown 
— 

£100 £200  
carmine-rose 

— 
£300  

 light - dark violet 
— 

£500  
carmine - rose 

— 
£1000 blue

inc: 
4d 
6d 
8d 
1/- 
1/6 
2/- 
2/6 
3/- 
4/- 
5/- 
6/- 
7/- 
7/6 
8/- 
9/- 

10/- 
11/- 
12/- 
12/6 
13/- 
14/- 
15/- 
16/- 
17/- 
17/6 
18/- 
19/- 
20/- 

blue - 
ultramarine 

— 
25/-  

carmine -  
rose

inc: 
21/- 25/- 

carmine - rose 
— 

30/- 
red -red violet 

— 
 40/- 

carmine - rose 
— 

£3 
£4 
£5 
£6 
£7 
£8 
£9  

ochre 
— 

red violet 
£10 
£11 
£12 
£13 

— 
£15 

brown carmine 
— 

£20  
brown carmine 

- pale violet 
— 

inc: 
£30 £40 

violet 
— 

£50 
ochre 

— 
£60 £70 £80 

bistre 
— 

£90 
dull black brown 

— 
£100 £200 

carmine-rose 
— 

£300 
light - dark violet 

— 
£500 

carmine - rose

inc: 
3d 
4d 
6d 
8d 
1/- 
1/3 
1/6 
2/- 
2/6 
3/- 
4/- 
5/- 
6/- 
7/- 
7/6 
8/- 
9/- 

10/- 
11/- 
12/- 
12/6 
13/- 
14/- 
15/- 
16/- 
17/- 
17/6 
19/- 
20/- 

blue - 
ultramarine 

—

57 values from the 2nd Wmk
== 

== 

== 

== 

==
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The following Impressed Duty stamps 3d - £1000 are taken from the authors personal collection. Where 2-3 
of the same value is shown these are the extreme ends of the shades found. Many other intermediate shades 
are recorded from the many printings of some of the most used values. Some values had one printing only

Fourth Series

The six values shown on this page are from the first printings. This light blue shade being rejected 
for all subsequent printings. These are duplicated in the main body of the values below

Apart from the 1/- and 
2/- other values appear 
to be very scarce

Other values that have 
been recorded from 
1st printings 6d
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The following pages are a mix of 1st and 2nd watermarks. Where multi same values are shown the 1st wmk is on the left. 
Impressed duty stamps shown below ‘on piece’ appear to have stronger colours yet the inks used are indelible

3d - 4d

Second wmk only



6d - 8d

30

See some secondary plate flaws 
for this value on page 84



6d Usage

31
Low value usage from the Brisbane Office, red cancel



1/-

32

Light blue denotes 1st printing See some secondary plate flaws 
for this value on page 85



1/- Usage

33
Low value usage from the Rockhampton Office, blue cancel



1/3 - 1/6

34The sole surviving 1/3d to date
Second wmk only



2/-

35

Light blue denotes 1st printing



2/6

36



3/-

37
See some secondary plate flaws 

for this value on page 87



4/-

38



5/-

39

Light blue denotes 1st printing



5/-

40

Secondary Plate Flaws

See some secondary plate flaws 
for this value on page 86



6/-

41

Light blue denotes 1st printing



7/-

42



7/6

43
See some secondary plate flaws 

for this value on page 86



8/- - 9/-

44

See some secondary plate flaws 
for this value on page 85

See some secondary plate flaws 
for this value on page 84



10/-

45

Light blue denotes 1st printing See some secondary plate flaws 
for this value on page 86



11/- 12/- 12/6

46



13/- - 14/-

47



15/-

48

Light blue denotes 1st printing 1st Watermark recorded inverted 



16/- - 17/- - 17/6

49



18/- 19/-

50

First wmk only



20/-

51



21/- - 25/-

52The sole surviving 21/- to date

Second wmk only



30/-

53



30/-

54



40/- - 45/-

55

The 45/- appears to be elusive, 24,000 were printed 
from the 1st watermark only. None are recorded 
with known collectors other than the author. Lets 
hope others will turn up to fill collector gaps



£3

56



£4

57
See usage next page



£4 Usage

58£30 KGVII continuing to be used up into 1926

£4 make up usage from the Townsville Office, brown. This cancel varies light brown to very dark brown



£5 - £6

59

See some secondary plate flaws 
for this value on page 87



£7

60



£8 - £9

61



£10

62



£11

63



£12

64



£13

65

The above colour only seen as a 
‘SPECIMEN’ [Ex Francis Kiddle]



£14

66First wmk only



£15

67



£16

68
First wmk only



£17 - £18

69

First wmk only First wmk only



£19 - £20

70

First wmk only



£30

71

See some secondary plate flaws 
for this value on page 87



£40 - £50

72



£60

73

1st Watermark recorded inverted 



£70 - £80

74



£90

75



£90 Thin Paper

76

Only the £90 has been 
recorded on thin paper



£100

77



£200

78

See some secondary plate flaws 
for this value on page 88



£300

79



£500 - £1000

80

First wmk only



Printing Records

81

A quick look into the printing records of three of the least used low values of this series has yielded the following:

On type IIc paper only 

First issued to the Stamp 
Duties Office 10 sheets on 
8 July 1932. By 1939 36 
sheets were sent to the 
Duties Office, a total of 
2160 stamps. Survival to 
date 10 stamps

On type IIc paper only 

First issued to the Stamp Duties 
Office 5 sheets on 24 April 
1928. This predates the arrival 
of the 2nd wmk [type IIc] unless 
printed on the sample sheets 
delivered 21 November 1927 
as none have survived to date 
on type IIb paper. A second 
printing of 10 sheets on 26 
June 1930 on type IIc paper. 
Survival to date is 1 stamp

1/33d

On type IIc paper only  

Fi rs t i ssued to the 
Stamp Duties Office 10 
sheets on 23 Jan 1929. 
By 1946 6 sheets, a 
total of 360 stamps had 
been sent to Stamp 
Duties Office. Survival 
to date 1 stamp

21/-

Watermark 

1st - Type IIb = Crown/Q upright nearly two per stamp 

2nd - Type IIc = Crown/Q sideways twice per stamp



Printing Records

82

A quick look into the printing records of the high values of this series has yielded the following:

On type IIb paper only 

First issued to the Stamp 
Duties Office 2 sheets on 10 
March 1920. A further 4 sheets 
sent 6 January 1928 giving a 
total of 360 stamps sent to the 
Stamp Duties Office these 
lasted until 5 October 1943 
when the next series £1000 
was printed. Survival to date 12 
+ 1 damaged stamp

£1000

Watermark 

1st - Type IIb = Crown/Q upright nearly two per stamp 

2nd - Type IIc = Crown/Q sideways twice per stamp

1st Watermark 

£100 : 50 Sheets. Total Stamps - 3000 

£200 : 12 Sheets. Total Stamps -  720 

£300 :  4  Sheets. Total Stamps  - 240 

£500 :  4  Sheets. Total Stamps  - 240 

£1000  6  Sheets. Total Stamps -  360

2nd Watermark 

£100 : 12 Sheets. Total Stamps - 720 

£200 : 8  Sheets. Total Stamps  - 480 

£300 : 4  Sheets. Total Stamps  - 240 

£500 : 6  Sheets. Total Stamps  - 360 

£1000 0  Sheets. Total Stamps  - 000

1928 Stock totals 
£100-£1000 

S h o w i n g t h e 
fractions of high 
value sheets sent to 
the Stamp Office. 

The red 2 denotes 
2 sheets of £500 
delivered into stock 
with half a sheet 
sent out the next 
day

1920 2 sheets £1000 issued to printer

1921 2 sheets £500 issued to printer



s

83

These proofs vary in size up to 1mm

All values are the same width

This 1mm variance is due to multiple plates used on high demand values. 
Noted to date: 6d : 1/- : 2/- : 2/6 : 3/- : 4/- : 5/- : 10/- : 15/- : 20/-

High demand values can vary in length

Further values could added to this list in time

The majority of values are plumb 3.75cm in length



High demand values can vary in length

84

The majority of values are plumb 3.75cm in length

These issued stamps vary in size up to 1mm

All values are the same width

Same value stamps can vary in size. 
Both above are the 15/- value



6d & 9/-

85

Colour scratch in left shading and 
‘D’ of ‘DUTY’  Row 4 Stamp 4

Colour scratch through ‘D’ of 
‘DUTY’ onto ‘ESS’ of ‘IMPRESSED’  
finishing at right frame adjacent to 
the Kings shoulder. Row 5 Stamp 3

Inner frame damage adjacent 
to ‘I’ of ‘IMPRESSED’

Secondary Plate Flaws 
In no particular order

Intense Indigo used for proofs only

T h e a u t h o r h a s 
identified one plate flaw 
from the entire series

Plate Flaw

———-

Every 45/- subject within the sheet 
has a right frame break adjacent to 
the lower part of ‘D’ in ‘IMPRESSED’



1/-

86

White spot at base of ‘1’ of ‘1/-‘ Row 1 Stamp 9

Break in frame adjacent to ‘D’ of ‘DUTY’ 
Scratch breaking the ‘D’ in ‘IMPRESSED

Spur on top left of fraction bar

Secondary Plate Flaws 
In no particular order

Intense Indigo used for proofs only



7/6

87

5/-

Colour line through ’10’ 
Colour spur on ‘0’ of ’10'

Colour line outside mid top frame

Colour line joining ‘Y’ of ‘DUTY to upper frame

Secondary Plate Flaws 
In no particular order

10/-

‘F’ & ‘E’ of ‘FIVE under inked



3/-

88

White ring flaw in ‘D’ of ‘DUTY’

8/-

Ink covering crossbar of ‘H’ of ‘THIRTY’ 
extending up to join ‘£’

£5 £30

Missing outer part vertical frame line lower left Lower frame damage below first ‘I’ in ‘SHILLING’

Several values 
have broken outer 
frame lines similar 

to the 3/- & 8/-

Further frame breaks can be seen in the main listings on the 10/- : 20/- : 45/- : £10 : £20 : £30 

Secondary Plate Flaws 
In no particular order



£200

89

Frame break at left adjacent to 
the Kings nose. Row 4 Stamp 4

White void left of Kings 
forehead. Row 3 Stamp 5

Poor paper alignment can lead to out of 
register watermarks. See above a central 
vertical watermark line from the outer right 
side of sheet cutting the Crown/Q in half

45/-

Major part of left frame missing 
adjacent to kings eye down to 

‘I’ of ‘IMPRESSED’

Secondary Plate Flaws 
In no particular order



£1000
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Usage



Additional Values Were Clearly Needed
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Demonstrating the need for a £5000 value

Demonstrating the need for a £600 valueDemonstrating the need for a £400 value



Page from a Presentation Booklet 

Each contain a small security pin punch hole in the forehead
92* Page from a book of Specimens

KGV 
6d 
1/- 
2/- 
2/6

QV 
3d 
9d 
1/3 
1/6

Each contain a 
small security 
pin punch hole 
in the forehead

Listed here are the KGV values within the book, with the balance of values made up from stock of QV

Red SPECIMEN 22x3mm. c1928
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Red SPECIMEN 22x3mm. c1928

Listed here are the KGV values within the book

KGV 
3/- 
4/- 
5/- 
6/- 
7/- 
7/6 
8/- 
9/-

Each contain a small security pin punch hole in the forehead

KGV 
3/- 
4/- 
5/- 
6/- 
7/- 
7/6 
8/- 
9/-

Page from a Presentation Booklet 
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Red SPECIMEN 22x3mm. c1928

Listed here are the KGV values within the book, with the balance of values made up from stock of QV and KEDVII

KGV 
10/- 
12/6 
15/-

Each contain a small security pin punch hole in the forehead

QV 
11/- 
12/- 
16/-

One page in this booklet has been cut down

KEDVII 
13/- 
14/-

Page from a Presentation Booklet 
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Red SPECIMEN 22x3mm. c1928

Listed here are the KGV values within the book, with the balance of values made up from stock of QV and KEDVII

KGV 
17/6 
20/- 
25/- 
30/-

Each contain a small security pin punch hole in the forehead

QV 
17/- 
18/-
19/-

KEDVII 
21/-

Page from a Presentation Booklet 
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Red SPECIMEN 22x3mm. c1928

Listed here are the KGV values within the book

KGV 
40/- 
45/- 
£3 
£4

Each contain a small security pin punch hole in the forehead

KGV 
£5 
£6 
£7 
£8

Page from a Presentation Booklet 
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Red SPECIMEN 22x3mm. c1928

Listed here are the KGV values within the book, with the balance of values made up from stock of QV and KEDVII

KGV 
£9 

£13

Each contain a small security pin punch hole in the forehead

QV 
£10 
£16

KEDVII 
£12 
£14 
£15

Page from a Presentation Booklet 
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Red SPECIMEN 22x3mm. c1928

Listed here are the KGV values within the book, with the balance of values made up from stock of QV and KEDVII

Each contain a small security pin punch hole in the forehead

QV 
£17 
£18 
£19 
£40 
£50

KEDVII 
£30 

KGV 
£20 
£60

Page from a Presentation Booklet 
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Red SPECIMEN 22x3mm. c1928

Listed here are the KGV values within the book, with the balance of values made up from stock of QV

KGV 
£90 

£100 
£200 
£300 
£500 

£1000

Each contain a small security pin punch hole in the forehead

QV 
£70 
£80

Page from a Presentation Booklet 



 
The Duplicate Canceller, well worn from years of service

Brisbane  Type 2 : 1894-1921

28mm in diameter

Duplicate Handstamp

A duplicate to the ‘original 
stamped‘ instrument when 
supplied was stamped with 
this canceller. The duty 
value paid on the original 
was stamped in black as a 
secondary operation

100



 

Brisbane  Type 2 : 1894-1921

Duplicate Handstamps

101

To 1921 1922 only 1922 only 1922 - 1938

Three from Townsville 1921 - 1930

Townsville Provisional Office  Type 3 : 1921 - 1930

Rockhampton Type 2 : 
1910 - 1946
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Duplicate Handstamp

Example of 2/6 payment for a duplicate instrument
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Brisbane Stamp Duties Office. ‘FINE date PAID’

Fine Paid Various Handstamps
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Brisbane Stamp Duties Office. ‘FINE / PAID’ by colourless embossed

Fine Paid Various Handstamp

Brisbane Stamp Duties Office. ‘FINE PAID date’



 

Fine Paid Various Handstamps
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Townsville Stamp Duties Office. ‘FINE date PAID’



 

Miscellaneous Handstamps

106Stamp Duty Refunded £  :  :



 

Miscellaneous Handstamps

107STAMPED UNDER DECLARATION

EXEMPT FROM STAMP DUTY



 

Miscellaneous Handstamps

108DUTY DENOTED / ON TRANSFER



 

Miscellaneous Handstamps
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DUTY PAID ON VALUATION

Approved Penalty

TRIPLICATE.

EXEMPT FROM GIFT DUTY
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Delivery of the second watermark 
Crown/Q Sideways Paper

15 Sample Sheets of the new Crown/Q sideways 
21.11.27

318 Reams of the new Crown/Q sideways 9 August 1928
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Three reign usage is uncommon

Multi Reign Usage
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The Three Kings: 

George V [George Frederick Ernest Albert; 3 June 1865 – 20 January 1936] was King of the United 
Kingdom and the British Dominions and Emperor of India, from 6 May 1910 until his death in 1936 

Edward VIII [Jan-Dec 1936] 

George VI (Albert Frederick Arthur George; 14 December 1895 – 6 February 1952) was King of the 
United Kingdom and the Dominions of the British Commonwealth from 11 December 1936 until his 
death in 1952. He was also the last Emperor of India from 1936 until the British Raj was dissolved in 
August 1947, and the first Head of the Commonwealth following the London Declaration of 1949 
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